Mape goes in the lake!

Highline captures conference title

by Steve McCarry

Once in a million years, as it were, the Mape boys went near the lake. As I write this, I can still see the incredible scenario unfold as the Mape boys attempted to achieve the impossible.

The State Conference went off with the usual high drama. The Mape boys were not expected to fare well, but they surprised everyone by finishing second. It was a momentous achievement for them, and it was worth the wait.

Mike, the coach of the Mape boys, said that they had trained hard for this moment. He felt that the team was ready to take on any challenge that came their way. The Mape boys were focused and determined, and that showed in their performance.

The conference was held at the Highline Community College, and the boys were cheered on by their supporters. The atmosphere was electric as the boys made their way to the finish line. The Mape boys were not the only ones who were making strides. The Thunder boys also did well, finishing third.

The Thunder boys were led by their captain, who was determined to take home the title. The Thunder boys were a strong team, and they were pushing hard to catch up with the Mape boys. The competition was fierce, but the Thunder boys didn't give up. They were determined to bring home the title, and they did.

The conference was a great success, and the boys were proud of their achievements. The Mape boys were pleased with their second-place finish, and the Thunder boys were thrilled with their third-place finish. The conference was a testament to the hard work and dedication of these teams.

Advising hearings under-advised

by Chris Campbell

The advisor system in the Highline Community College has been criticized for its inefficiency. The system is based on the present library system, and it is not designed to serve the needs of the students.

Students who need to see their advisor are usually left to their own devices. They have to make their own appointments and follow up on important issues. This can be a difficult task for some students, especially those who are new to the college.

The present system is based on the old student plating system, which was designed to work with the old library system. The new student plating system, which is based on the present library system, is more efficient and user-friendly.

The present system is based on a new, more efficient system, which was designed to work with the new library system. The new system is more efficient and user-friendly, and it is designed to serve the needs of the students.

The advisor system is being reformed, and the new system will be introduced in the next quarter. The new system will be more efficient and user-friendly, and it will serve the needs of the students.

Stead appointed to HCC Board

by Melodie Kennedy

Randy Stead, an alumnus of the Highline Community College, has been appointed to the HCC Board. Stead is an experienced businessperson, and he has a strong background in community college management.

Stead will bring a wealth of experience to the board, and he will be an asset to the college. He is committed to improving the quality of education at the college, and he is looking forward to working with the other board members.

Stead's appointment is a positive step for the college, and it will ensure that the college continues to be a leader in community college education.

Inside this issue

- Highline Community College Newsletter
- Thunder word
- Advising hearings under-advised
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This issue contains articles on the Highline Community College, the Thunder word, and the advisor system. It also contains an interview with Randy Stead, who has been appointed to the HCC Board.

The information in these articles will be included in the next issue of the newsletter.
thunder words

Horray for peace!

While Menachim Begin, Anwar Sadat and Ian Smith are to be applauded, Andrew Young, the Syrian and Soviet governments are to be chastised.

The peacemaking efforts of the former group have come to no end to the present deadlocked situation. The need to defuse the powder keg trouble spots in the world grows greater every day.

Miguel Sartayana said that those who do not learn the lessons of history are doomed to live them through again. The sage philosopher’s words ring true.

Prior to World War I, the belief among political science “experts” was that the world would not go to war. They felt that the destructive powers of the nations were too great and would not allow the nation to go to war. Of course, proved them wrong.

Once again the belief of many is that no nation will risk going to war, with the danger of nuclear holocaust looming on the horizon like a deadly undercurrent in the ocean. The next step in the arms race could be the building of atomic weapons every year. That list includes Israel and the Republic of China. Therefore, the information necessary to build a bomb is available in this country from the United States government.

Ian Smith’s offer to Rhodesians black to sit down and work out an idea for one man-one vote government in that country is obviously long overdue, but in this case there is still time to say: “better late than never.”

These moderate black African leaders in Rhodesia expressed appreciation for the offer. Hopefully the move will provide an impetus for South Africa to follow suit.

Miguel Santayana, for some unknown reason, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, has stated that his disapproval of the Israeli actions is due to the fact that it appears to be better than none at this late date, and Mr. Young’s comments have been written absent to help find a workable solution to the problem.

One of Smith’s efforts of Sadat and Begin is highly commendable. The situation in the Middle East is difficult at best. The mistrust that exists between the two nations that is most visit each other’s countries and talk in our opinion, is the biggest obstacle and is destined to continue for some time.

The dissension among the other Arab states is deplorable, and that is difficult to understand. The situation will not clear up because they didn’t make the first move, or perhaps they didn’t do it properly.

It is obvious that the Arabs will never succeed in driving the Israelis into the sea, and apparently that left to left to the Arab league, the Soviet Union, and Damascus and Cairo in another war.

But another war is just what we need to avoid. Military action on a large scale in either South Africa or the Middle East could be one that solves the problem and that lights the powder keg, and it is our fear that this would be the last powder keg.

Any hope of a solution in either of these troubled areas is worth looking into. Those who really stand back and criticize should show their good intentions by stepping forward and being part of the solution rather than part of the problem.

Horray for Peace!

America de-greening

During the recent elections many candidates for office in South King County promised an end to unbridled industrial growth in this area. We hope that they work towards living up to that promise.

Right now the Seattle area is one of the nicest places to live in the United States. Everywhere one looks there is green: trees, mountains and farmland.

But that situation is fast changing. In the Green River Valley, some of the best farmland in the country is covered by six feet and gravel supporting parking lots, gas stations and one of the largest shopping centers in the west.

It seems that there is enough industry and population to prove that a conflict between the two is inevitable. The cities of the Valley reveal for sale signs every day that show the two competing lifestyles in Greater Seattle. A quick drive through the Valley reveals for sale signs that suggest that they will not tolerant of one another.

Meanwhile in areas such as Federal Way retail sprawl everywhere. Industrial and residential districts multiply like mushrooms, growing through these changes, particularly if they continue unabated, deplorable. We run the day when the green Seattle will be as gray as the sky.

Public Notice: Title IX

Highline Community College is one of many colleges covered by Title IX, the federal law prohibiting sex discrimination in education. The college must provide equal educational opportunities and employment to all students who apply.

Dear Editor:

I am amazed! First a letter to the editor, then an editorial, then an editorial, then an editorial. About the terrible hike from the Midway Theater parking lot to the campus. Even little grade school children are expected to be able to walk a mile to school; this is too much for young children. At a time when our government is asking us to conserve gasoline, to do more to stop war, we are asking young children to walk much longer distances. Surely you can find more important things to worry about.

Sincerely yours,

James Morris

A NOTE TO DR. MORRIS: We have just one question. Where do you park? — THE EDITORS

Thanks for the help

Dear Editor:

The Fashion Merchandising Department wishes to thank you for your recent media coverage and recognition of our annual Futurescope career and seminar. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. Thank you for helping us make it a pleasant experience for all of us.

Sincerely,

Terry L. Wood

Shuttle unnecessary
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Joining the march of women on the move

By Carolyn Williamson

The delegates from the 50 states and six United States territories meeting in Houston for the National Women's Conference passed 25 resolutions supporting women's rights. These resolutions will go to President Carter and Congress for action.

Undoubtedly if these resolutions are implemented they will do a great deal towards equalizing the American woman's full participation in our society; but I don't think it is the greatest contribution to women's equality the National Women's Conference and the state conferences that proceeded it will make.

What these conferences have done is to get the women's movement out on the front pages of the papers and on national television. For the first time a lot of us got to see and hear a real live "women's libber." When the women's movement started its opponents took two words "women's liberation" and created the term "women's liber" which they used as an obscenity. Many of us who later came to support the rights of women recalled from the term "women's liber." Now that we have seen real "women's libbers" we have found that they are not monsters but attractive, articulate, courageous human beings.

For the first time I think many of us realize that we can stop qualifying and just speaking up. The name that was once a threat has lost its power to frighten because we have seen the real people.

I am a women's libber and that does not affect either my femininity or my masculinity because these are biological and psychological qualities of the inner self that rest neither on the praise or blame of others.

I am a women's libber and that does not affect my being a good wife because the liberation of women also means the liberation of men from constractive role playing into true marriage partnership.

I am a women's libber and that does not affect my being a good Christian because Christ came not to institute the Victorian family but so that all human kind might have freedom and redemption.

I am a women's libber and that means I support the rights of each person regardless of sex, race or creed to make decisions and live with consequences of those choices.

I am a women's libber and it is an honorable name.

Editor's Note: One of the biggest news stories lately has been the National Women's Conference in Houston. Along with the thousands of delegates to the conference there were over 1,300 media reporters there. Unfortunately the Texas budget did not allow us to make it 1,301; but in recognition of this historic occasion we asked T-word reporter Carolyn Williamson, who has covered women's stories for us in the past for her comments on the convention.

by Carolyn Williamson

The delegates from the 50 states and six United States territories meeting in Houston for the National Women's Conference passed 25 resolutions supporting women's rights. These resolutions will go to President Carter and Congress for action.

Political proceedings go beyond Nov. 8

Where do all the political parties go after the election? The media is full of news about issues, candidates and parties, but after election day, Tuesday, Nov. 8, most of that will disappear.

Where do the parties hide? How do you find them? "The political system is here to stay," said Henry Perry, political science teacher at HCC. Each fall quarter he teaches a course on state and local government.

"By working in a campaign that is important to you, you can become a person that is a person who does more than vote, but influences the votes of others," Perry tells his students.

It is possible to get involved in the political process at anytime during the year according to Perry.

The parties like the Republicans and the Democratic party are non-partisan groups, just like the Municipal League and the League of Women Voters function all year. They are listed in the telephone book and are only a telephone call away.

People become a part of the political system when they are involved in a "political system and the legislative, executive and judicial branches of government are the government bureaucracy, explained Perry.

"The political system must operate in the broader social system," said Perry. "Individuals can be more effective as members of inter-group," he said.

Cooperation is necessary for the system to work. "Compromise is the name of the game," said Perry and he believes that the terms "compromise" or "lobbying" deserve the bad connotations they have.

In his classes Perry talks about the positive aspects of both compromise and lobbying. Guest speakers visit and students take field trips to Olympia and Seattle to observe the system in operation.

A good first step towards involvement in local politics is to find out who you want to support. "Get in, in the spring as soon as you know who is running," said Perry. "Good people are important to the political process. We want decent government and the right people in important positions," he said.

Extra long Indian Summer lasting until Spring.

Snow means that I am going to catch my accident and suffer with it until Spring does blossom.

Snow means cold feet, wet socks, and wondering if there is enough anti-freeze in the car.

Snow means there is ice all around and all of a sudden the 10 minute drive to school turns into an hour and a half ordeal and that your life may pass in front of your eyes several times during the struggle.

Snow means that there are a lot of people who think it is cool to drive around in parking lots out of control and sliding every which way.

Snow means worrying about your car with all those crazy people driving around in the parking lot.

Snow means that at least four times during the Winter you will build up enough steam in the car to make the next hill and somebody in front of you makes a left turn leaving you and your tires hopelessly spinning.

Snow means wearing two pairs of long under-wear and three sweaters in order to keep warm while jogging.

Snow means that there are so many romantic walks with my lady through the park or midnight seminars on the lake.

Snow means that the outdoor basketball courts are closed until later.

Snow means running track indoors around a tiny track that seems to always returning in a constant circle.

Snow means that you have a perfect excuse to get stranded at your girlfriend's house for the night.

Snow means that you have an excuse to call into work and tell them it's snowing and you don't have snow tires, and you don't think you can drive into work all the time hoping that you don't run into your boss on the ski slopes.

Snow means that we will get some time off from school.

Snow means you have a reason to cuddle up to your lady with a hot buttered rum and get warm again.

Snow means that you can put almost anything off until later such as walking the dog or putting the garbage out.

Snow means you can have 20 friends get snowed in at your place and you can have a party.

Snow means you don't have to cut the grass or rake the leaves until at least April.

Snow means Christmas, New Year's, and all those bowls games aren't very far away.

I guess maybe snow isn't all that bad after all. I'll let you know after I take a couple of quick runs down the slopes in Stonew, Vermont.

Wrangler Wrench

Enter and Win
"Good Vibrations" sweepstakes

1st prize:
1) 2 tickets to the Beach Boys concert, Dec. 13
2) Dinner for 2 at the Butcher, Baker, Candie-stick Maker restaurant
3) 25 top record albums

2nd prize:
1) 10 top record albums
2) 2 passes to the Sea-Tac Six theatres

3rd prize:
1) 10 top record albums
2) 2 passes to the Sea-Tac Six theatres

How:
Register for drawing at the Wrangler Wrench, Sea-Tac Mall details and rules at the Wrench

Bonus:
1st 50 to register receive a poster of Wrangler "vander Free!"
**Division in the house?**

Council accepts applications to fill vacancy

by Vicki Whitney

The month-long vacancy in the High- line College Student Union Council of Representatives will be filled at the next council meeting, Dec. 6.

The seat has been empty since the resignation of Nicholas Nicholson, who was elected earlier this fall and left for health reasons.

The council decided to guidelines for the selection of a new council member at the Nov. 15 meeting, after considering three alternatives.

The first proposal was to elect Nate Underwood, an unsuccessful candidate in the Oct. 18 and 19 elections, without considering any other students.

Nate Underwood, who also ran and failed in the October election, was voted in by the council to replace Wendy Hoke, who resigned for personal reasons Oct. 21.

The appointment of Underwood met with objections from some members of the council, who felt that he would not be willing to work cooperatively with the council and did not spend enough time on campus.

Underwood served as HCSR business manager last year and is currently taking two credit hours at HCC.

The second alternative, holding another election, was opposed by nearly all of the council members.

The vote in the full election (only 106 students voted) and the time it would take to organize another election, made the idea not enthusiastically received.

The third option, to recruit interested students and select from among them, became the council’s final choice.

It was agreed that three council members should form a committee to interview applicants for the position.

Doris Dublin, Emie Lendon and Terry Sell volunteered.

**HCC WPEA wins outstanding rating**

by Sharon Winkel

The Outstanding Chapter of the Year award was won by Highline Community College members of the Washington Public Employees Association. This marks the second time in two consecutive years that the award was won by HCC-WPEA, Chapter 23B.

Chapter 23B, according to

Photo club opens shutter

The first ever HCC Photo Club commenced operations early in November. The club will give photographers a chance to show their work to other photo-buffs and have it critiqued.

"The club is what you want it to be," explained Ray Grover, student activities assistant, who helped get the fledgling group started.

Club members say they hope to gain a regular meeting place and access to the HCC darkroom. They hope to work out a system to demonstrate their competence.

Club meeting times and places are listed in the daily bulletin. Anyone interested in doing photography is invited to a meeting.

Fred Martin, the HCC Coordinator of Continuing Education was awarded the Washington State Outstanding Adult Educator of 1977 last month by the Washington Continuing Education Association.

The WCEA membership selects the individual who makes outstanding contributions to the field of adult education.

Martin stated upon receiving the award, "I'm old enough and wise enough to know there are many in the WCEA who deserve more recognition than I, but I am home enough and weak enough to accept it gratefully."

He has been in his position with the campus since 1969 and plans to retire in June.

The HCC administrator has been in continuing education since 1958 and before that was a teacher from 1948.

Martin has served as WCEA President in 1970-71; chairman of the Seattle-King County Adult Education Committee; board member of the Washington State Literary Association; and president of the Links Unit of South Portland.

**Beck sculpture chosen for library**

Out of a group of four finalists, Larry Beck of Conway, Wash., was chosen as the artist to build the sculpture near the new HCC library.

All four of the finalists were from the northwest. Beck will receive a $20,000 grant for the sculpture which must be completed within a year.

The sculpture will consist of five sets of curved bands passing through a plane. The plane is mounted on a triangular base with the entire structure made of polished stainless steel.

When completed, the sculpture will weigh three tons and measure 18-feet wide, 16-feet high and 10-feet deep.

Commenting on the sculpture, Beck stated, "It works by controlling mass, tension, movement and form to achieve simplicity of design and lyrical feeling. It is both light and light-hearted."

Beck was a visiting instructor in figure drawing here at HCC fall quarter of 1971.

He has an extensive and varied background in arts which includes expertise in graphic illustration, painting and sculpture.

Beck owns a studio in Conway. He also holds a master's degree in fine arts from the University of Washington.

He has built several sculptures in the Seattle area including the one at the upper level of Golden Gardens Park in Seattle.

**Best in state**

HCC’s Martin top adult educator

Fred Martin, the HCC Coordinator of Continuing Education was awarded the Washington State Outstanding Adult Educator of 1977 last month by the Washington Continuing Education Association.

The WCEA membership selects the individual who makes outstanding contributions to the field of adult education.

Martin stated upon receiving the award, "I'm old enough and wise enough to know there are many in the WCEA who deserve more recognition than I, but I am home enough and weak enough to accept it gratefully."

Martin has been in his position with the campus since 1969 and plans to retire in June.

The HCC administrator has been in continuing education since 1958 and before that was a teacher from 1948.

Martin has served as WCEA President in 1970-71; chairman of the Seattle-King County Adult Education Committee; board member of the Washington State Literary Association; and president of the Links Unit of South Portland.
Forms reformed
by Gary Lindber

The Highline Registration Office has changed their registration forms to comply with the state reports they must file.

"The computer system was changed when the state needed new information, thus we eliminated the second smaller form we were using," Booker Watt, HCC Registrar commented.

"The computer system was changed when the state needed new information, thus we eliminated the second smaller form we were using," Watt added.

The forms are color coated green to make it easier to read.

There are six copies of the form which includes a registrar's copy, a veteran's copy, three business copy forms and a student's copy.

The veteran's copy was added to make it easier to tell what veterans are taking.

Early detection saves lives

“Early detection of breast cancer saves lives” was the message given at noon on Oct. 16, Gwen Fenbert, R.N. and Women's Health Care Specialist at HCC and Joan Thomas, R.N. and Certified Teacher of Breast Self Examination presented the program.

The self breast examination, called BSE, is a way of protecting good health.

"It's a scary subject, but we are here to spread the good news," said Fenbert. Her good news was that cancer can be curable if it is detected and treated early.

Men also get breast cancer although it is much more rare. For women the risk factor is higher. One in fifteen may have it.

"Get to know your own body. Get to feel what is normal for yourself," said Thomas. Since 95 per cent of the cases of this type of cancer are discovered by the woman herself, knowing what is normal for yourself is important.

What we don't know will hurt us," said Fenbert encouraging each woman to know her own body.

A film illustrated the simple three step procedure to detect a change. Although most changes do not mean cancer they do mean that a woman should visit her doctor.

Information about BSE and pap test for the detection of uterine cancer are available at the HCC Health Center. There is no fee charged for these services. To make an appointment call 878-3710 ext. 288.

Sale brings message from Peter

by Carolyn Williamson

Roger Sale, writer and professor from the University of Washington, wrote in the Lecture Hall Nov. 16.

A good sized crowd of students braved snow and rain to hear him speak. The lecture was sponsored by the Honors Colloquy.

Sale, a man of varied interests, talked about one of his favorite subjects, children’s literature for adults. His newest book, Fairy Tales and After, will be published next year by Harvard University Press.

"Reading literature on the surface is not the same thing as being superficial," he said.

Sale read from Peter Rabbit and other stories by Beatrix Potter.

"It is much easier to talk about 'to be or not to be,' it needs explaining. In Beatrix Potter's stories one has the task of describing what is there," Sale said.

In Potter's stories Sale finds questions similar to the kind Chekhov and Shakespeare raised in their observations about the complicated relationships of human beings.

Peter Rabbit talks about a lot of things important to both children and adults. One of the issues raised is that of reward and punishment.

"If you are Peter the reward of what you are doing is in the doing. If you are Flopsy, Mopsy and Cottontail the reward is in the goodies at the end," said Sale.

Roger Sale is perhaps best known in this area for his book The Style of the Sonics. He also writes a column for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer which is an interpretation of the history of Seattle. He also writes a column for the Weekly World about the Sonics.

Sale has written about the Elizabethan poet, Edmund Spenser, and published a book called, On Writing. Both Dr. Janet Fedor and Dr. Catherine Harrington are former students of Roger Sale.

[Image of Peter Rabbit]

Roger Sale reads Peter Rabbit and talks turkey.
**More than Band-Aids**

**Health Center cures campus ills**

Somewhere in the confines of Building 10 (Financial Building), tucked behind trees and concrete steps, HCC is lucky enough to have a Health Center. Fortunately, behind behind trees and concrete steps, HCC is lucky enough to have a Health Center.

Despite its reputation as a band-aid factory and T.B. test service, the center makes contact with many students for a wide variety of reasons. Take, for example, the listing of contacts made by the center during the month of October. 10 major emergencies (sent off campus), 51 first-aid treatments, 41 medical exam (earache, measles, tonsils) treatment, five Pap smears, 97 physical exams, and consultation conferences with 168 people.

In addition to these services, 750 packages of Tylenol and Co-Tylenol (two types of cold tablets) were picked up by people from the display in the Health Center.

The referral service provided by the center is also an important aspect of its functions. "Part of a good health service is not just getting all the work done, but knowing where you can get it done themselves," said Holland.

In other words, when the Health Center sends a patient to a particular doctor or agency, the cost to the patient is surprisingly low.

"We have a good referral service," Holland added. "If you have questions, the nurses know all the doctors and health agencies, and where to go for what. The cost of seeing a physician, the patient can go to himself, is very great."

The Health Center acts as a referral service for community health agencies.

The Health Center cures campus ills. Along with these functions, the Health Center acts as a referral service, guiding students to physicians and community health agencies.

**Cheaper bread equally fine**

You can spend as much as 90 cents or as little as 25 on a loaf of bread, says Jan Grant, Washington State University's King County Extension Agent. But, there may be very little difference in quality or food value.

The price you pay may reflect some differences in ingredients, but it mostly means differences in packaging, production and delivery techniques.

Some brands add ingredients to retard spoilage and mold. Bakeries cut costs, so you, says Mrs. Grant. Buy day-old bread; often the texture will be the same as the new bread.

Distributors will sell you at a price which is equal or surpass the advertised bread in quality and cost, substantially less.

If you have room in your freezer, buy frozen bread if it is less expensive. Or buy several weeks supply of bread at a sale and store in your freezer.

Try frozen bread dough, too. It has an excellent flavor and may cost less. Try heating stale dinner rolls in a covered casserole for 15 to 20 minutes at 350 degrees. They will come out soft and fresh, says Mrs. Grant.

**SAINT THUNDERNORD WANTS YOU**

To work on America's No. 1 Community College Paper, Photographers, Cartoonists, Writers

Sign up for Journalism 101 or come to the T-Building Office for more information.
Fashion leaders give inside story

The winter sports program includes women's and men's basketball, wrestling, indoor track and swimming. Reports from various structures in occupational programs revealed that a number of occupational students register early when a program requires a lab class. Bruce Robertson, head of the Sports Vehicle Maintenance program said that to his knowledge none of his students registered ahead of schedule. He explained that his students are the only ones who can take the lab program. Thus, a student accepted into the program will have no problem getting into a class. Robertson said in the Dental Assistant program register early after the first quarter of the program, when most of their classmates are in the Dental Assistant area. Work-study students registering early include mainly faculty aides and secretaries. Booker Watt likened their situation to that of the students in his office. Student government officials and athletes register according to the regular schedule at most Seattle area community colleges. At Green River Community College, the main criterion for determining registration appointments is the number of credits earned, in 15 credit increments. The students in each credit group rotate according to six alphabetically determined groups. This process allows each student to be among the first to register at least once during his six quarters at GRCC, according to Green River Registrar Richard Barclay.

Only occupational students taking a full-time lab class from one of 15 programs are allowed to register ahead of schedule. Booker Watt, stating "it's a great number of students and athletes involved in Winter Quarter sports registered.

Activities gain registration jump for some students

by Jerry Fitzmarr

An undetermined number of HCC students are registering ahead of schedule due to various circumstances. One of these circumstances has been going on literally "forever" according to Book Barrett Watt. It includes students involved in HCSU, athletics and some work-study and occupational students.

Watt explained that students are allowed to register early "If they are going to be the only ones who can take the lab program. Thus, a student accepted into the program will have no problem getting into a class. Robertson said in the Dental Assistant program register early after the first quarter of the program, when most of their classmates are in the Dental Assis-
tant area. Work-study students registering early include mainly faculty aides and secretaries. Booker Watt likened their situation to that of the students in his office. Student government officials and athletes register according to the regular schedule at most Seattle area community colleges. At Green River Community College, the main criterion for determining registration appointments is the number of credits earned, in 15 credit increments. The students in each credit group rotate according to six alphabetically determined groups. This process allows each student to be among the first to register at least once during his six quarters at GRCC, according to Green River Registrar Richard Barclay.

Meetings were available for these students to be among the first to register at least once during their six quarters at GRCC, according to Green River Registrar Richard Barclay. Only occupational students taking a full-time lab class from one of 15 programs are allowed to register ahead of schedule. Booker Watt, stating "it's a great number of students and athletes involved in Winter Quarter sports registered.

Activities gain registration jump for some students

by Jerry Fitzmarr

An undetermined number of HCC students are registering ahead of schedule due to various circumstances. One of these circumstances has been going on literally "forever" according to Book Barrett Watt. It includes students involved in HCSU, athletics and some work-study and occupational students.

Watt explained that students are allowed to register early "If they are going to be the only ones who can take the lab program. Thus, a student accepted into the program will have no problem getting into a class. Robertson said in the Dental Assistant program register early after the first quarter of the program, when most of their classmates are in the Dental Assistant area. Work-study students registering early include mainly faculty aides and secretaries. Booker Watt likened their situation to that of the students in his office. Student government officials and athletes register according to the regular schedule at most Seattle area community colleges. At Green River Community College, the main criterion for determining registration appointments is the number of credits earned, in 15 credit increments. The students in each credit group rotate according to six alphabetically determined groups. This process allows each student to be among the first to register at least once during his six quarters at GRCC, according to Green River Registrar Richard Barclay. Only occupational students taking a full-time lab class from one of 15 programs are allowed to register ahead of schedule. Booker Watt, stating "it's a great number of students and athletes involved in Winter Quarter sports registered.
Outward Bound underway again

Northwest Outward Bound is now enrolling students in 21-day winter mountaineering courses which will be held Fort Vancouver through mid-April in the Wallowa Mountains of Northeastern Oregon and the North Cascades in Washington and Canada.

The courses provide instruction in cross-country skiing, winter camping and winter peak climbing skills. The emphasis in the course is on self-development through meeting the challenges of living and travelling in a snow-covered mountain environment. The course supplies all equipment, food and instruction. Students provide basic personal clothing and boots. A non-profit, educational organization, Northwest Outward Bound School provides year-round programs of challenge in the forests, mountains and deserts of Oregon, Washington and Idaho. The courses utilize outdoor adventure as a teaching medium. Independent research indicates that students develop improved self-confidence, self-awareness and ability to work with others.

Winter courses are open to men and women, 16½ and older. There is no upper age limit. Good health is necessary. Scholarship aid is available on the basis of financial need. Admission is open to anyone meeting minimum age requirements regardless of race, color and or racial or ethnic origin. A schedule of courses follows:

NORTHWEST OUTWARD BOUND SCHOOL 1978 WINTER COURSE SCHEDULE

Course No. NW-07, Coed, Jan. 3-23, Oregon Wallowa Mountains, Cost $600.

Course No. NW-18, Coed, Feb. 1-22, Oregon Wallowa Mountains, Cost $600.

Course No. NW-20, Coed, Mar. 2-22, Oregon Wallowa Mountains, Cost $600.

Course No. NW-23, Coed, Mar. 2-22, Oregon Wallowa Mountains, Cost $600.

Course No. NW-30, Coed, Mar. 24-17, Washington/British Columbia, Cost $900.

The 21-day courses begin with basic instruction in cross-country skiing and navigation, winter camping, environmental awareness, rock climbing, rappelling and first aid. In groups of 10, accompanied by two instructors, students then apply these skills in a winter mountaineering expedition which focuses on a peak ascent. Next, students spend three days and nights on "solo," a contemplative time alone, non-traveling, equipped with basic survival gear. Near the end of the course, groups of three or four students embark on their own winter expeditions involving a minimum of instructor supervision. During their Final Expedition, students are responsible for the details of planning and packing for the journey, leadership, route finding and camping.

Courses in Oregon are conducted at the school’s base camp at Catharine Creek, in the Wallowa Mountains of Northeastern Oregon. This relatively known course of the state is a land of ponderosa pine forests, deep snow slopes, and granite peaks which reach heights in excess of 8,000’. It was from these mountains that Chief Joseph and members of his Nez Perce tribe began their epic fighting retreat into Canada over 100 years ago.

The Washington/British Columbia International Course is conducted in conjunction with the Canadian Outward Bound School in Kermom, British Columbia. Beginning in the Methow Valley of Washington on the east side of the North Cascades, the course moves north through the Pasayten Wilderness and finishes at the Kermom base camp on the Okanagan Valley of Canada.

Application forms or further information can be obtained by writing or calling John Galloway, Director of Admissions at Northwest Outward Bound School, 0110 S.W. banana, Portland, Oregon 97201; telephone (503) 243-1993.

Median age raised

A generation or two ago, the student body of the average four-year college was made up primarily of young people in their teens and twenties. "Freshmen" were kids of 18 or 19, fresh out of high school. Today, a student at a college or university in the United States is likely to be nine or ten years older. Many are 22 years or older.

"Today we have a broader range of students," said William Ayres, a psychologist at the University of Oregon.

"We have seen an increase in the number of older students," said Ayres. "The average age of students in our institution has gone up by about four years in the past 20 years."
Change in winds for registration

by Barry Fantone

Change is due for the matriculation system at HCC, says Ed Morris, president of the Faculty Senate.

Trust is needed for good relationships

by Gary Lindberg

Each person in the class has an extended period to complete a major assignment and be graded. The main idea behind this is to give the student an understanding of the class's visit.

Children and how they cope with life's problems: those working towards a career as a child psychologist have a great deal of interest in this subject. For example, Baugher said that a child psychologist would like to know how a child's death can be handled.

In recent years, the course has become increasingly popular among students. It has been offered at many other colleges, and is very knowledgeable about this subject. Baugher has included this into his class.

Changes that might go into effect include a breaking down of the $10 registration fee into a per-credit charge, according to Morris. Matriculated students currently pay $10 when applying for the first time and special students are not levied this fee.

All students should be able to get advising help under the new system, adds Morris. Registration may be based on the number of credits accumulated.

Kids who receive bad news about death may become more aware of it.

Take for example a special student who has been attending classes for five quarters and decides to go to an Associate of Arts. To do so, he must become matriculated. When he completes that process, he may find out that his grade point average is 1.9, too low to graduate. It may be required to take several more quarters to graduate, says Morris.

If the college was on a single status system such a student would have been warned long before that his grades were too low.

A blueprint for such a system should be ready by 1978 and a new system into effect by fall 1979, Morris said.

Change that might go into effect include a breaking down of the $10 registration fee into a per-credit charge, according to Morris. Matriculated students currently pay $10 when applying for the first time and special students are not levied this fee.

All students should be able to get advising help under the new system, adds Morris. Registration may be based on the number of credits accumulated.

New winter offering

Death and Life' deals frankly

by Gary Lindberg

One of the most interesting courses to be offered winter and spring is a course called: "Death and Life" taught by Bob Baugher.

Baugher described the course by saying, "We look at the broad spectrum of death and realize that we benefit."

"The course is to prepare students for the whole class's visit. For this is to prepare them for the life they will have after death," stated Baugher.

Children and how they cope with life's problems: those working towards a career as a child psychologist have a great deal of interest in this subject. For example, Baugher said that a child psychologist would like to know how a child's death can be handled.

In recent years, the course has become increasingly popular among students. It has been offered at many other colleges, and is very knowledgeable about this subject. Baugher has included this into his class.

Changes that might go into effect include a breaking down of the $10 registration fee into a per-credit charge, according to Morris. Matriculated students currently pay $10 when applying for the first time and special students are not levied this fee.

All students should be able to get advising help under the new system, adds Morris. Registration may be based on the number of credits accumulated.
Snow covers campus

It descended from the skies, blanketing Highline's campus with a soft cover. Yes, the snow finally fell, starting Nov. 17 and piling up to two inches before being washed away by Thanksgiving. Surprise, happiness, fun and trouble came with the white stuff, providing many scenic areas and slippery roads.

Considered extinct in this area for nearly a year, the crystals of frozen water vapor created many fender-benders and snowball fight, not to mention cancelled classes and a mad rush by motorists to the tire store for snow tires. But soon the often-seen rains came, dissolving slippery roads and allowing students and faculty to return to college.

Could the snow-drought be over? It sure looks like it, with ski resorts booming. While the unpredictable clouds hover above, full of possible snow, one wonders: how soon will it happen again?

photos and text by scott schaefer
Camille Brauner is the new part time helper in the Women's Resource Center. Although new to the resource center staff, Brauner has long been involved in the HCC community. She received her B.A. degree from Western Washington University in human services and has an A.A. degree from HCC in geothermal studies. She plans to go to graduate school.

An non-traditional student herself, Brauner understands the kinds of questions women bring to the resource center. "During registration a lot of people were coming by," said Brauner. "They have really been good about coming back and telling us what they are doing.

One question frequently asked at the center is, "Are you going to come back to college?" "Are you kidding? I tell them," said Brauner. "I'm a grandmother and I did it."

"I had a little fear of coming to college too," she explained. "When I did get on a committee with young people they were so supportive and eager to hear where I was coming from, I enjoyed it."

"I enjoy navigation too," she said.

Her whole family is involved with HCC. Her husband, Ray Brauner, did the original landscaping plans for both HCC and Shoreline Community College.

Her oldest son Dr. David Brauner got his A.A. degree here and is a professor of archaeology at Oregon State. Her son Greg got his A.A. at HCC and is working on a fine arts degree in Oregon. Her daughter Becky works for the J.C. Penny company.

The Women's Resource Center is open on Mondays through Fridays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon and from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Brauner is there on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

AAU b-ball tournament this weekend

One of the top AAU tournaments in the U.S., the second annual Dynasties Invitational AAU basketball tournament, will be held tonight, tomorrow and Sunday at Lakota Jr. High School and Decatur High School in Federal Way. The tournament will consist of two rounds. The first round games will be: Rainiers (Seattle) vs. Dynasties (Federal Way), 7 p.m. tonight at Lakota; Beck Agency (Seattle) vs. Tacoma Tulipwood, 8:30 p.m. tonight at Lakota; Renton Roadrunners vs. Marathon Oil (Lexington, Ky.), 11 a.m. tomorrow morning at Decatur; Yakima vs. Ohio Players (Dayton, Ohio), 1:30 p.m. tomorrow afternoon at Decatur.

Preliminary games will be held at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Sunday at Decatur. Proceeds from the tournament will benefit the Federal Way Boys' and Girls' Club.

TAKE THIS AD TO DINNER

More than fifty percent of the world is starving. Another twenty percent, just plain hungry. And yet, in the face of starvation, they have hope. People with commitment and skills who’ve assessed their lives and decided there must be more than just having a job. They looked into themselves and knew it was time for the talk to end and the work to begin. They’re very special people, these people. Totally prepared to give everything they’ve got. And getting back even more than they give. That’s the beauty of the Peace Corps.


CHRISTMAS GIFT HEADQUARTERS

Cards & Gifts For Everyone

Come In
And Browse!

At your friendly
Highline College Bookstore

AAU b-ball tournament this weekend

One of the top AAU tournaments in the U.S., the second annual Dynasties Invitational AAU basketball tournament, will be held tonight, tomorrow and Sunday at Lakota Jr. High School and Decatur High School in Federal Way. The tournament will consist of two rounds. The first round games will be: Rainiers (Seattle) vs. Dynasties (Federal Way), 7 p.m. tonight at Lakota; Beck Agency (Seattle) vs. Tacoma Tulipwood, 8:30 p.m. tonight at Lakota; Renton Roadrunners vs. Marathon Oil (Lexington, Ky.), 11 a.m. tomorrow morning at Decatur; Yakima vs. Ohio Players (Dayton, Ohio), 1:30 p.m. tomorrow afternoon at Decatur.

Preliminary games will be held at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Sunday at Decatur. Proceeds from the tournament will benefit the Federal Way Boys’ and Girls’ Club.
Commentary

'Hobbit' and 'Doonesbury' animate television

by Kevin Stauffer

These days, television can be much more depressing than entertaining. Howard Cosell insults your intelligence on one channel while another channel reveals that an emerging superstar has a nuclear warhead stashed near your neighborhood.

The third channel has nothing at all: your favorite show has been cancelled or, worse, you've moved. That's Entertainment, people. The Department's fall production, showing of the HCC Drama Society's production of Ring Round The Moon, by Jean Anouilh. Performing Arts building. The play will be shov in the pm, tickets cost .

Tonight will be the second showing of the HCC Drama Department's fall production, Ring Round The Moon, a play by Jean Anouilh. The doors will open at 7:30 p.m., and showtime is at 8 p.m.

Tickets are available at the Bookstore, and will be available tonight at the door. Tickets cost 50 cents for students and 1.50 for non-students.

The play is a romantic comedy set in France, and is about two sisters who live in a mansion and are very different in outlook and morals.

Starring in the play are Tina Stenzel as Phoebe Swybel, punky Hobbit and Colleen Preston as Isabelle. Short story-'Moon': 10 p.m. for 102. "Doonesbury" and "The Hobbit" will still run at two of the best this season.

Catch the 'Moon' tonight

Tonight will be the second showing of the HCC Drama Department's fall production, Ring Round The Moon, a play by Jean Anouilh. The doors will open at 7:30 p.m., and showtime is at 8 p.m.

Tickets are available at the Bookstore, and will be available tonight at the door. Tickets cost 50 cents for students and 1.50 for non-students.

The play is a romantic comedy set in France, and is about two sisters who live in a mansion and are very different in outlook and morals.

Starring in the play are Tina Stenzel as Phoebe Swybel, punky Hobbit and Colleen Preston as Isabelle.

Cindi Koch (left) converses with Lois Wolsky (in wheelchair) in 'Ring Round The Moon'.

Poet talks about real world

by Carolyn Willamson

The poet Lewan talks about real world

The poet Lewan was a guest on campus speaking before several classes and in the lecture hall.

At 10 a.m. he spoke with students from several writing classes and the American literature class. It was an easy and relaxed hour where he spoke a little about his writing but predominantly encouraged the students to get their own ideas on paper.

"Writing is to be for communinc and entertainment," he told them. "I told the students to get their writing out in the real world.

"Too often we get caught in the cage of being a student," he said. "Too often we get caught in the cage of being a student," he said. "Too often we get caught in the cage of being a student," he said. "Too often we get caught in the cage of being a student."
Being playmate just another job for Patti McGuire

by Scott Schefer

Four years ago, Patti McGuire was just another student, running out of money, at Southern Illinois University. "I needed some money, and I didn't want any clerical work. So I became a bunny at the St. Louis Playboy club," she explained. "Pretty soon, Playboy Magazine had its annual bunny pictorial, and I was chosen. Then I took a 'playmate test' and was hired as a playmate centerfold. Patti McGuire was then out of financial trouble, but with one difficult task—to turn on millions of American male Playboy readers.

"It was just a job," she smiled, "referring to the $10,000 nude centerfold appearance. "It was like any other modeling job, except in the nude." A year later, and $50,000 richer, Patti McGuire is a traveling 'Playboy good-will ambassador' in auto shows, clubs, conventions and special occasions suitable for a Playboy Playmate.

Once just 27 hours from a teaching degree, Patti quit school and has decided to plunge into another career.

"I'd like to get into acting," she said. "It's fun, and it's the only job where you can be what you want, from a hooker to a plumber."

Patti has already appeared in one "libravous and Hutch" episode this fall, and plans to do some TV commercials.

As a model for the biggest men's 'soft-porn' magazine, what does Patti think of pornography?

"I don't think Playboy can be categorized as a pornography magazine. Magazines like Hustler are pretty trashy, but Playboy is a good literary magazine. It's had a lot of good 'first' articles, like the Jimmy Carter thing."

"I'm not for pornography, but I don't think other people have the right to judge— if you don't like it, don't buy it.

"Recently, Playboy proclaimed the Nov. 1976 Patti McGuire centerfold as 'the most popular ever' (historically, that was the issue with Jimmy Carter')."

"People come up to me and say, 'Did you know that you're the most popular centerfold?' And I always say that it was just a job. I don't think of myself as a sex symbol, and I hate to think about it."

The local scene

The Local Scene is a listing of arts and entertainment events happening off campus in the Seattle area. If there is an event that you would like to see published in the Local Scene provide the pertinent information to The Thunderword office (Building 19, room 109) or call 37-5718 ext. 393 at least one month before the event.

The week's freebies will conclude with a performance by the University Oratorio Chorus Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. in Meany Hall.

Rep's "dream"

Internationally renowned actress Eva LeGallienne will play the leading role in the Seattle Repertory Theatre's premiere production of Barbara Weshbach's touching new comedy, The Tree Watcher.

The play, which opened Nov. 26, is the story of an unlikely friendship between a 14-year-old boy and an 80-year-old nonconformist, played by Ms. LeGallienne.

The Dream Watcher runs through Dec. 24. For ticket information call the Seattle Rep at 447-4744.

Discussion on Eurocommunism

For those who find their entertainment by attending political debates, there will be one held at the Downtown YMCA, 909 Fourth Avenue. The subject of the debate and discussion which will follow will be "Europeans And The Future Of NATO: A Question Of Trust?"

The debate and discussion is a part of the series called "Towards a Grass-Roots Foreign Policy," produced by XRAB FM in association with the University of Washington's Institute of Foreign Area Studies and Seattle City Council. For further information, call John H. Smith at 325-5110.

Hubbard

Trumpeter nonpareil Freddie Hubbard will star in a show at Seattle's Moore Theatre Dec. 6 at 8 p.m.

The second act on the bill will be a duet between Hubbard and John Abercrombie, which is on a tour through which Towner and John Abercrombie will be the Seattle Composers and Improvisers Orchestra.

Tickets for the Music Ad- vocacy Committee sponsored event can be purchased for $4.00 from the Downtown YMCA and all other area outlets.
Urvasi Dancers are guest artists

by Carolyn Williamson

Dr. Ratna Roy, who teaches at HCC, and her daughter Shyamali were special guest artists dancing at the fall concert of the Federal Way Ballet Theater on Dec. 1.

The Roy's dance as the Urvasi Dancers and specialize in classical dances from all parts of India. The dances have beautiful colorful costumes and rich symbolism that frequently incorporates the arts of story telling and drama into dance.

Dr. Roy danced the Bhat-Akhina, and the Pallabi which is a dance of lyrical grace. One of her most fascinating dances however is the Chitrangada which is a solo dance. It is the story of the Prince and maid in this tragic love story.

Shyamali danced the Bharat Natyam, the Makhanchi and the Kathak. In this dance from north India, the Kathak Shyamali wears ankle bracelets with one hundred bells on each ankle and at the end of the dance she silences 99 of the bells.

The program also included the Federal Way Ballet Theater's premier performance of their version of Porgy and Bess, which was a beautiful thing.

Along with the musical and classical ballet numbers they did a Spanish Fandango, a moving jazz interpretation of Romanian Rhapsody and their very popular modern dance, "An Evening with Jules Piffero.

This is the third year of the Federal Way Ballet Theater and they do a lot of very nice ensemble work. The artistic director and choreographer is Neeta Durga. The members of the Theater are Terri Butier, Wendy Journey, Lynda Minkley, Diana Rodd, Doide Sheekeford and Susan St. John.

A former student of her mother, Shyamali Roy now teaches classical dance as well.

Concert band strikes up Winter Quarter

A concert band and pep band will thrill the ears of the campus population next quarter.

Ed Fish, HCC music instructor, will direct both bands. The class will meet Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at noon. It is a three credit class, not one credit, as reported in the Winter Quarter class schedule.

Fish hopes to have the concert band do three concerts next quarter.

The band will concentrate mainly on recent competitions. Fish said "I'm particularly fond of the 20th century when it comes to band music."

Out of the concert band a pep band of 12 to 16 members will be formed. The pep band's main function will be to play at Hightide basketball games.

"Futurist work grants will be available for pep band members. Those in the pep band won't necessarily be the cream of the concert band," Fish explained.

"But, more interested is people who are interested in crease or hot dogs," Fish he said.

Fish is optimistic about prospects for having a good band next quarter.

"We have had good bands in the past. There's a lot of talented people walking around this campus. I'd just like to get 5 or 6 of them together at one time."

"This invitation goes to people whose bands have been in the closet for a couple of years," he added.

Choral groups to perform

The HCC Concert Choir and Vocal Ensemble will perform two free concerts in the Lecture Hall at noon Thursday, Dec. 8, and at 3:00 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 11.

The Concert Choir will sing eight selections including the seasonal "Carol of the Bells" and a new tune from Walt Disney's Pete's Dragon called "Candle on the Water."

Solists will include pianist Stella Levy, and soprano Colleen Madden, bar Pank and Kay Song. Tenors John Curt-

sen and Mike McPherson will sing the duet "Come to the Water."

Though the program will include several Christmas numbers, the show will have a lot of variety, says Gordon Voles, vocal ensemble di-

"I've programmed these concerts so they are very di-

versified. The music ranges from Handel's Messiah to a rock number titled 'Back Bay Shuffle.' Everyone should hear something that he likes."

HCC Instructor Dr. Ratna Roy dances the classical tales of India.

Shyamali Roy performs the Bharat Natyam.
Swimmers look strong

T-birds sink Vikings

by Keith Salsky

The Thunderbirds clashed (or splashed) with the Western Washington University Vikings to begin the 1977-78 swim season. Highline put everything together and swam out the first game of the tournament.

Ryan Tillman of Highline was the highlight of the match as he scored 15-2 in the men's 50 yard medley relay.

In the second game, Highline swam out a 6-15 victory in the men's 200 yard medley relay. courthouse.

The T-birds allowed Highline to score 15 unanswered points in the men's 200 medley relay.

The fourth game of the tournament was a 9-15 victory in the men's 200 yard medley relay. Courthouse

Broggi served better than ever before scoring points five through 10 in the men's 200 yard medley relay.

The second game went to Highline with a 15-2 victory. Highline also contributed first place in the men's 200 yard medley relay.

The T-birds were charged with two time-outs but still didn't want to put forth the effort that it would take to make a strong team.
Harriers streak on

by Allan Latham

The Highline cross country team is establishing many habits at the annual Northwest Athletic Association for Community Colleges Cross Country Championships, held this year at Seward Park on Nov. 11.

First they are forming a habit of winning the team title, this is their second in a row. They are growing into the habit of collecting most of the individual honors, four of the top ten places and the individual title, and they have gotten into the habit of throwing someone to break the spell that had befallen them. Two of the runners got up and went to loosen up a little and soon the van emptied.

Of course coach Bob Maplestone is forming some habits himself, taking one of the harriers into the lake with him. This year's honors went to Ray Prentice.

Overall the Championships went as most observers predicted they would, Highline taking the team and individual titles with Spokane CC finishing a close second.

The day started early for the harriers as they rode to the meet in the school van. It was a quiet ride with only an occasional whistle or song from the radio breaking the silence.

Once at the meet, most of the runners sat in the van seemingly waiting for someone to break the spell that had befallen them. Two of the runners got up and went to loosen up a little and soon the van emptied.

At the start of the four-mile run Highline sat back from the lead testing out the other runners. When the runners raced into the back regions of the course, the Highline harriers showed their excellence.

Mark Anderson broke from the pack followed closely by Scott Conley and Bob Walls. This group joined by several Spokane runners made a clean break from the rest of the field.

At the two and one-half mile point Anderson picked up the tempo again this time taking the lead in the race, a lead that he would never give up. Bob Walls hung on to the streaking Anderson and Conley fought to stay with the lead pair. Anderson ran strong the second half of the race establishing many habits at the annual Northwest Athletic Association for Community Colleges Cross Country Championships, held this year at Seward Park on Nov. 11.

The next big thing to come into sight at the finish was Richard McCann. With a burst of speed at the last 50 yards of the race McCann past both Bigfoot runners edging the last at the finish line for eighth place securing the Highline victory.

The next two men across the line were from Spokane as Conley lost a little ground over the last mile but still finished fifth overall.

The next Highline runner that came into sight at the finish was Richard McCann. With a little over 200 yard to go there were two Spokane runners running in front of McCann. With a burst of speed at the last 50 yards of the race McCann passed both Bigfoot runners edging the last at the finish line for eighth place securing the Highline victory.

With 300 yards to go Richard McCann secures the Highline victory as he has passed one Spokane runner and would catch another as he crossed the finish line in 20:31 for 8th place.

The 1977 NWAACC Cross Country Champions

Tom Smith finished 11th and Bob Stanley and freshman Greg Kangas tied for 14th as the Highline harriers took seven of the top 14 places to dominate the scoring.

In the team scoring Highline won the title on the strength of their top five finishers who placed first, second, fifth, eighth, and 13th, for a total score of 29. Runner-up for the second year was Spokane which finished with 35 points.

In the race, the last of the season for the harriers, Anderson kept his streak of being undefeated against community college competition intact.

But this was only the start of a big weekend for Anderson. The next day Anderson along with his coach Bob Maplestone running for Club Northwest qualified for the CWU team going to the National Cross Country Championships held at Houston Texas on Nov. 26.

Maplesone and Anderson ran together during the 10,000 meter qualifying race until the last mile when Maplestone broke away from the tired Anderson to finish third in the race overall with Anderson finishing fourth.

Others on the CWU team heading to the Nationals include Jim Johnson, Herrn Arkin, Mike Layman, Bill Stolp and Olympian Don Kardong.

So the individual title went to Highline again, Mape went in the lake again, the team title returned to Highline again, and Spokane has to wait another year again.

Seward Park, Seattle
Nov.11, 1977 Course: 4 Miles

1. Mark Anderson, HCC, 20:00
2. Bob Walls, HCC, 20:07
3. Craig Glimmer, Spokane, 20:18
5. Scott Conley, HCC, 20:21
7. Tim Pyle, Spokane, 20:39
8. Richard McCann, HCC, 20:31
9. Russ Smith, Spokane, 20:32
10. Rick Geiser, Spokane, 20:34
11. Phil Plamier, Clark, 20:42
12. Chris Hudson, Bellevue, 20:44
13. Tom Smith, HCC, 20:48
14. Greg Kangas, HCC, 21:00
15. Bob Stanley, HCC, 21:17
T-Birds hot in cold turkey

The T-Bird basketball team opened their season with three victories, including a tournament championship.

The cagers latest victim was Bellevue Community College as the Thunderbirds dropped the Wolverines 81-40 Wednesday night before a home crowd of over 300 to remain unbeaten.

Highline travels to Albany, Oregon today for the Linn Benton Community College Invitational Tournament. The T-Birds' next home game is Wednesday, Dec. 7 against cross-valley rival Green River. The game starts at 7:30 p.m. in the Pavilion.

Highline repeated as champions of Grays Harbor Community College's Thanksgiving "Cold Turkey" Classic this past weekend. They defeated Tarzana CC Friday night 96-91 and for the second consecutive year defeated the host GHCC Chokers in the championship. The T-Birds earned a 40-38 decision over the strong home club, coming back from a 10 point halftime deficit.

Two HCC players were selected to the tournament all-star team. Six-foot sophomore guard Ken Brooks was chosen by sportswriters as the tournament's Most Valuable Player.

Don Smith, freshman forward from Auburn Hill High School, joined Brooks on the all-tournament team.

Ken Brooks, eventual Cold Turkey tournament Most Valuable Player, poses before taking the foul shots which gave Highline its second consecutive Cold Turkey title.

Tough race ahead in coastal division

Predictions are a thing of the future. That's about the only way to describe the expectations of the 1977-78 men's varsity basketball season, according to Fred Harrison, coach of the Centralia team.

He feels that any one of the eight teams in the Coastal League of Region II has the talent to finish first in the league. All the teams are very evenly matched, even though several of the teams lost most of their starters from last year. But all the coaches have done an excellent job of recruiting new players.

Centralia is the expected favorite this season, after finishing fifth in the state last year. They only lost two of their starters from last year, and they have picked up some fine players during the off-season. Centralia was one of two teams to sweep their two-game series with Highline last year, finishing second in Region II play.

The number one team in the Coastal League last year was Mt. Hood. The only team Highline was able to take both games from last season. Mt. Hood lost three of its starters from last year, but also acquired some other good ball players. The most noticeable face missing from their squad will be Keith Rice, who has gone on to Brigham Young University. Whether or not they will repeat as the league champions this year is difficult to foresee.

The third place finisher in the league last year was Grays Harbor, who had two of its starters returning from last year. They are expected to be one of the toughest teams in the league this year, following some outstanding recruiting by the coaching staff. They were defeated by Highline in both of their games last year, but are looking to change that.

Lower Columbia is also expected to be a very strong team this year, losing only two of their starters from last year. They have been able to obtain some pretty good ball players from around the state, hoping to improve their weak points. Lower Columbia placed fourth in the Coastal League last year, while splitting their two-game series with Highline.

The number six team from last year was Oly-Oly, who unfortunately lost almost all of its starters. The coaches have done an excellent job of recruiting, getting some good ball players. Oly-Oly also split with Highline last season as a game apiece, but are questionable as a formidable opponent this season.

Peninsula is expected to come on strong again this year. Bringing up the rear in the league last year was Olympic, who unfortunately lost their top players. Olympic also split with Highline as a game apiece, but are questionable as a formidable opponent this season.

Peninsula, like so many of the other teams, was fortunate to only lose a few of its starters from last year. As the only other team to defeat Highline in both games last year, Peninsula is expected to be a very strong team this year.

The 6-6 Smith, last year's leading scorer in the North Puget Sound League, hit 20 points against TCC and added 21 in the title game. He was voted the Most Valuable Player for the tournament.

The routine portion of the tournament was accomplished by HCC's other co-captain, Barry Wolf. The 6-3 sophomore from Federal Way High School ridded TCC of 68-53 Friday night with 42 points. Wolf complimented his near-perfect offensive display by defeating the T-Birds with 23 rebounds and four assists.

Centralia is the obvious favorite, Highline is a close second. But all the coaches have done an excellent job of recruiting, grabbing some good players. In their two-game series last year, Centralia was able to take both games from last season. Mt. Hood lost some of their starters returning from last season, after finishing fifth in the state.

Kevin Hill, freshman guard from Kentridge High School, had 15 points, seven assists, and five rebounds. Brooks complimented him with 11 points and four assists.

HCC's bench chipped in as well. Ben Beise, freshman forward from East High School, posted eight points and notched five boards. Cort La Ganza, freshman guard from O'Dow High School, dished out 17 assists and played heady defense.

When asked about predictions concerning Highline and the league, Harrison declined and commented, "Everyone is always asking me for a prediction. But this time I have no prediction. We'll just have to wait and see which team finishes where.

See, predictions are just a thing of the future.
Lady basketballers start new season, new coach

by Hal Benner

Ground zero is a good place to start from, and Dale Bolinger will have to do just that this year.

Bolinger will guide the HCC women's basketball team through their third year of existence in his first year as head coach.

Ellie Brownell, former mentor of the Thunderladies and present coach of the women's volleyball juggernaut, resigned after last season, creating the vacancy filled by Bolinger.

Bolinger looks realistically upon this, his first attempt at head coaching, but still emits a bit of the confidence one would bring to new position.

"I have to take a realistic look at this coming season. I am as inexperienced as any program that I'll have to play by next year," he comments.

"At this time," explains Bolinger, "we aren't allowed to give scholarships and giving financial aid. I like to say, "We don't have much, but we have to get them through a hard regimen of practice sessions."

"But when volleyball is over, look out. The girls play as hard as the men, if not harder."

Although not endowed with an overpowering height advantage, the cagers are one of the quickest units in their league. Their ability to shoot is what will provide will in their games.

"Our asset is our quickness. We'll be using the patterns most of the time. Get their hands closer to the rim. This will be a nucleus for a fine team is in hand for this season," Bolinger says.

"As far as becoming a head coach, there are only two big challenges. I am the boss. I have to decide what to do and what will run best."

"The switchover from a men's to a women's program has been just about what I expected. The girls have less knowledge than the men, but they are improving every day."

"I do have good athletes," contends Bolinger.

"We have to take a realistic look at this season. I have to do what I think will be using the patterns most of the time."

"Defensively, we will just do everything we can do to create as many problems as possible. Perhaps a man to man (person to person) will work best, or a press, or a combination. Maybe a little zone will be the best thing, or even a box and one. Is there anything left? Oh well, I can say one thing for sure. We will be adaptive."
Ski Goggles
For adults. Reg. $18.95 to $27.95. 15% off regular price.

15% off

Trucklin' Rucksack
Great for hiking, biking or skiing. Reg. $19.95

8.99

Mountain House Freeze-dried Foods
Assorted packs, making meals not requiring cooking. 15% off reg. price.

15% off

Swiss Army Knives
Any good in stock, 15% off reg. price.

15% off

Superstar Basketball Shoe
White with stripes or red. Sizes 8-13. Reg. $34.95

26.99

Gym Short
Assorted colors. Adult unisex. Reg. $12.95
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